
What You Need to
Know About

Site selection, or lot selection—the words “site” and
“lot” can be used interchangeably—is a very important
part of the home-building process because choosing the

right site according to objective criteria will help to ensure a
successful project.

Some custom-home buyers purchase a site or sign a
contract to purchase a site before they establish a budget or
engage the services of a builder. Taking the steps in this order
isn’t necessarily fatal to the project, but it can cause serious
problems in the design and cost-estimating stages of building
your home.

Don’t Use Hindsight to Find the Right Site
The risk in securing a site before you select a builder is that
the site may prove overly expensive to build on due to
hidden factors. Doubtful soil conditions, the unavailability
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of utility services, easements (the right of another person to
use the property for a limited purpose), or other restrictions
on building might not be apparent to you.

If you already own a site, you may want to hire a builder
to check the building conditions as soon as possible to avoid
any surprises. In the worst-case scenario, a site can be so ill
suited for construction that building on it would be cost
prohibitive.

Site selection criteria include the size of the lot, restrictive
covenants, the availability of utility services, soil conditions,
topography, solar orientation, the location of electrical power

lines, and the proximity of the site to heavily trafficked
highways, railroad tracks, or an airport.

It’s natural and appropriate for you to have some ideas
about the type, style, and size of the home you want to
build; however, many aspects of the final design will be
determined by the site. That’s why designing your home
most likely should be delayed until after the site is chosen.
The location of rooms within your home, the orientation of
your home with respect to sunlight, the location of the
driveway, whether a daylight basement will work, and other
design elements will be affected by the site.

Plan PI-92-373, page 29
This home’s lot consisted of a steep slope leading down to a
river. The lot owners knew that the back of their future home,

viewed from the river, had the potential to be a dramatic
showpiece, so it had to look just as pretty as the front. Plan

PI-92-373 fit the bill perfectly! A beautiful deck and colossal
windows adorn the rear of the home, and the daylight

basement foundation complements the sloping lot.

Plan PH-1686, page 54
The homeowner who built this chalet bought a lot in the

mountains with the goal of building his dream home. 
Plan PH-1686 caught his eye because of the panoramic

views from all points within the house. The spacious, 
vaulted living room offers majestic windows and sliding glass

doors that meet in a prow-like formation. The wraparound
deck was modified to curl around three sides 

of the house, instead of just two as the plan intended. 
Builder: Mario Gonzalez

Plan DD-2577-B, www.homeplans.com
The homeowners of this country-style beauty purchased a lot
with lake views in a traditional neighborhood. They tore down
an existing home and planned to use its foundation as a
starting point. Plan DD-2577-B was a good match for the site—
it worked with the existing foundation, and its traditional styling
resembled that of its neighbors. An open and airy interior—not
to mention the front porch—maximizes lake views. 
Photo by Mark Englund/Homeplans, part of Move

Plan DD-2500, www.homeplans.com
This home’s lot overlooks a beautiful lake, a swimming pool,
tennis courts, and a clubhouse. Off in the distance, a
mountain range is a peaceful backdrop. But subdivision
restrictions on square footage and proximity to other homes
made finding the perfect plan difficult. Plan DD-2500 was the
answer! Not only did it meet the restrictions, but its myriad
rear-facing windows and gorgeous covered deck allow the
homeowners to enjoy the incredible backyard view. 
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See more color photos and read customer success stories about these and other homes online!
Just go to www.homeplans.com/rdr/ct.



Some builders own or control the lots within a housing
development. In this situation, you probably shouldn’t take
the builder’s word as an objective opinion on a site. A better
course of action is for you to investigate independently the
soil conditions, building restrictions, and other aspects of the
site or hire a land expert to help you. To locate a land expert,
refer to “engineers—land planners” in your telephone
directory.

Buy Smart—You Have Options
If a builder you don’t wish to hire owns the home site of
your dreams, you can try to buy the site from that builder or
ask your preferred builder to buy it for you. If the builder
refuses to sell the site, your only choices will be to hire that
builder or find another site for your home.

Purchasing the site for your home will involve
negotiating the price, the terms and conditions of the sale,
any contractual contingencies, and the deposit. Builders
sometimes receive a discount on land purchased from a
developer. In that case, you might be able to negotiate a pass-
through of this discount from the builder to you.
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Unless otherwise noted, all photography on pages 9-10 is by
Leon Thompson/Homeplans, part of Move. The photo-
graphed homes may have been modified by the homeowner.
Please refer to the floor plans and/or the drawn elevations for
actual blueprint details.

Find the Perfect Fit
Need a few changes to a floor plan to make it a perfect fit
for your lot? Our Design Services team can help! Whether
you want to add a wraparound deck, build with a different
foundation, or expand the master suite to take in the views,
they can modify your blueprints to personalize your home.
You will receive a free, no-obligation quote on any changes
you propose. Call Design Services at 1-888-266-3439 or 
e-mail them at customize@homeplans.com—they’ll be
happy to talk with you!


